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**ABSTRACT**

FINK is a broker designed to enable science with large time-domain alert streams such as the one from the upcoming Vera C. Rubin Observatory Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST). It exhibits traditional astronomy broker features such as automated ingestion, annotation, selection and redistribution of promising alerts for transient science. It is also designed to go beyond traditional broker features by providing real-time transient classification which is continuously improved by using state-of-the-art Deep Learning and Adaptive Learning techniques. These evolving added values will enable more accurate scientific output from LSST photometric data for diverse science cases while also leading to a higher incidence of new discoveries which shall accompany the evolution of the survey. In this paper we introduce FINK, its science motivation, architecture and current status including first science verification cases using the Zwicky Transient Facility alert stream.
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INTRODUCTION

The Vera C. Rubin Observatory Legacy Survey of Space and Time aims to survey the southern sky deeper and faster than any wide-field survey to date. During its 10 years duration, LSST will enable the discovery of an unprecedented large number of astrophysical transients opening a new era of optical big data in astronomy. Varying sources will be identified using a difference imaging analysis pipeline and transient candidates reported within 60 seconds via a public alert stream. This system is expected to produce ≈ 10 million alerts per night (Bellm et al. 2019a).

To harness the full power of LSST, promising candidates must be identified within this alert stream. This task includes many challenges: first, the stream will contain diverse astrophysical phenomena which are challenging to disentangle. Second, identification of promising candidates must be done in a timely manner due to their transient nature, with time frames spanning from seconds to months. Third, the alert rate forecast for LSST will be at least an order of magnitude larger than current surveys and it will trigger on typically fainter objects, making it difficult for currently available systems to operate efficiently.

Fink1 is a community broker specifically developed to address these challenges. It has been conceived and built within a large and interdisciplinary scientific community as an answer to the call for Letters of Intent for Community Alert Brokers (Bellm et al. 2019b), advertised by the Rubin Observatory LSST data management team in 20192. Based on established technologies for fast and efficient analysis of big data, it provides traditional broker features such as catalogue and survey cross-matches, but also uses state-of-the-art machine learning techniques to generate classification scores for a variety of time-domain phenomena. In addition, it is designed to adapt with the evolution of the available information, delivering increasingly more accurate added values throughout the duration of the survey.

Fink comes to join a few other brokers currently operating on other experiments, such as the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF, Bellm et al. 2018) or the High cadence Transient Survey (BITS, Fürster et al. 2016). Among these are ALeRCE (Fürster et al. 2020), Ampel (Nordin et al. 2019), Antares (Narayan et al. 2018), Lasair (Smith et al. 2019), MARS3 and SkyPortal (van der Walt et al. 2019). ZTF has the particularity to use an alert system design that is very close to the one envisioned by LSST (Paterson et al. 2019a), hence allowing to prototype and test systems with the relevant features and communication protocols prior to the start of LSST operations.

In this paper we will introduce the Fink broker. First, we will showcase the different science cases used for its original development in Section 1. We then summarise the design choices motivated by these science cases and the technological challenges of the LSST alert stream in Section 2.1. We outline the architecture and current implementation in Section 3, present the first science verification tasks in Section 4 and summarise the project and first results in Section 5.

1 SCIENCE DRIVERS

The goal of Fink is to enable discovery in many areas of time-domain astronomy. It has been designed to be flexible and can be used for a variety of science cases, from stellar microlensing, to extra-galactic transients and cosmology. In the following, we present the initial science cases which inspired the design and conception of this project. We are open to contributions in these science cases as well as new contributions that are not listed here for both science drivers and science modules4 (see Section 3.3).

1.1 Multi-messenger astronomy

The study of the transient sky has entered to a new era, with instruments being able to detect sources in the whole electromagnetic band from radio to TeV photons but also through high energy neutrinos, very high energy cosmic rays and gravitational waves. The transients detected by LSST will also benefit from current space and ground instrumentation like KMsNeT neutrino detectors (Adrián-Martínez et al. 2016a), the extension of LIGO/Virgo and KAGRA for gravitational waves (Abbott et al. 2018), the Square Kilometre Array telescopes (SKA, radio bands; Dewdney et al. 2009), the Chinese-French Space Variable Objects Monitor multi-wavelength observatory (SVOM, gamma and X rays, and optical ground segment; Wei et al. 2016), the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA, gamma rays; Actis et al. 2011) and many others.

To fully exploit this abundance of data, it is paramount to connect different surveys together and promote coordination of resources. In the following, we present some of the challenges faced by specific transient phenomena.

Gamma-ray bursts

The study of Gamma-ray Bursts (GRBs) has seen major breakthroughs in the past 2 years with multi-messenger observations of associated events such as GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017) the H.E.S.S. detection of GRB180720B afterglow (de Naurois 2019) and multi-wavelength observations of GRB 190114C detected early by MAGIC and then observed in the optical (MAGIC Collaboration et al. 2019).

The main bottleneck in these multi-messenger multi-wavelength observations of GRBs, is quick and precise localisation of the counterpart, including a good estimate of the redshift that can only be achieved through spectroscopic follow-up. In the LSST decade, following the Swift mission legacy, the SVOM mission will aim at detecting and identifying GRB optical counterparts within hours of the GRB trigger time to propose fast follow-up target observations to spectroscopic facilities.

Our broker aims to enable Swift localisation of an optical counterpart using the LSST alert stream. For this, the broker is designed to cross-match GRB alerts from large field-of-view gamma observatories to the LSST optical transient alert stream and provide counterpart candidates within minutes of the optical observation.

For these science cases, it is crucial to efficiently combine observations from multi-messenger and multi-wavelength surveys. Fink will be able to combine the early and mid-term follow-up observations performed by the SVOM instruments with the photometric measurements provided by LSST to characterise the events detected on-board the SVOM spacecraft. LSST photometry could be useful to search for supernovae or kilonovae for nearby GRBs and put constraints in the jet physics.

Furthermore, our broker also aims at identifying the up to
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1 Fink is not an acronym. Email: contact@fink-broker.org
2 The Fink LOI can be found at this URL
3 https://mars.lco.global/
4 Details on how to propose science modules for these and new science cases can be found at https://fink-broker.org/joining.html
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100 orphan GRB optical afterglows expected in LSST per year (Ghirlanda et al. 2015). Beside the direct scientific return that such detection and identification would provide, Fink will be able to perform cross-matches with relevant external multi-messenger data sets.

Gravitational Waves (GW)

The discovery of a gravitational wave signal from a binary neutron star system (GW170817) in coincidence with a short gamma-ray burst (GRB170817A) and followed by an optical kilonova (AT 2017gfo) showed the importance of multi-messenger astronomy by combining all the information available to study this transient event (Abbott et al. 2017).

Thanks to its deep large field of view, LSST will be able to catch the very first glimpse of electromagnetic counterparts from gravitational waves (if they are above saturation levels) imposing further constraints on their time evolution models. Furthermore, building a large sample of electromagnetic counterparts of GW events is also important for performing fundamental physics and cosmology tests (e.g. GW velocity and measurement of $H_0$). For such studies, it is crucial that candidates compatible with the sky region provided by the GW network be quickly identified in optical data so follow-up can be triggered. Our broker will select alerts within the GW detection region and provide preliminary classifications, considering kilonovae and other potential transient events. These subsets of alerts will be automatically communicated within minutes of observation to guide optimal distribution of follow-up efforts.

Furthermore, the broker can identify potential kilonovae in the optical and communicate them to GW experiments, thus allowing searches of low signal-to-noise gravitational waves which can be found by re-analysing GW data.

High-energy neutrinos

The discovery of a high-energy cosmic diffuse neutrino flux by IceCube (Aartsen et al. 2014) and ANTARES (Stettner 2020) and the first evidences of the point-like sources such as the coincidence between the high-energy neutrino IC170922 and a flaring gamma-ray blazar TXS 0506+056 (Aartsen et al. 2018a,b) and the neutrino IC191001A with a tidal disruption event AT2019dsg (Stein et al. 2020) have initiated a new era in this field. In both associations, some tiny time variations in the optical bands have also been identified. Since recent years, IceCube (and later KM3NeT, Adrian-Martinez et al. 2016b) is sending alerts in the cascade channel (interaction of electron and tau neutrinos and neutral current muon neutrino) with a precision of 5-15 degrees radius.

Thanks to its deep large field of view, its precise photometry and its high cadence, LSST will be able to catch the optical transients associated with all flavour neutrinos and therefore to provide precise coordinates crucial for further follow-up necessary for a precise characterisation of the nature of the source.

For the neutrino application, our broker will select and identify optical transient counterparts within the neutrino detection region and provide their preliminary classifications. These subset of alerts will be automatically communicated within minutes of observation to guide optimal distribution of follow-up efforts.

Tidal disruption events

LSST will also lend itself very well to discovering tidal disruption events (TDEs). These occur when a star in a galaxy wanders too close to the central massive black hole. The star disrupts when the tidal forces exceed the self-gravity of the star and a previously undetected central super-massive black hole will become extremely bright, allowing it to be studied. Rates of tidal disruptions are estimated to be $1.7^{+2.3}_{-1.1} \times 10^{-5}$ gal$^{-1}$ yr$^{-1}$ (90% confidence Hung et al. 2018). To date, only about 90 TDEs have been detected\footnote{38}, where about half are detected in the X-rays and most of the others in the optical/infra-red bands. While the X-ray emission can constrain the mass of the black hole, timely spectroscopic follow-up may put limits on the black hole spin (e.g. Karas et al. 2014). As the tidal radius of the black hole must be outside of the Schwarzschild radius to observe the tidal disruption event, only the lower mass black holes ($< 10^5 M_\odot$) are detected (Miller & Colbert 2004). This will allow to detect and study the extremely rare intermediate mass black holes (IMBH, $\sim 10^{5-7} M_\odot$). TDEs studies will also be key to test the scaling to the lower BH mass regime and shed light on the evolution history of dwarf galaxies in the local Universe.

Thousands of TDEs per year will be discovered with LSST. They will help us to determine the demographics of massive black holes as well as finding intermediate mass black holes (there should be many detected per year), which are thought to be the building blocks of super-massive black holes. The challenge our broker will aim to tackle is to identify tidal disruption events in real time for rapid follow-up observations. For this, our broker will incorporate methods to distinguish TDEs from other long transient events (e.g. X-ray binary or cataclysmic variable outbursts or supernova outbursts) using LSST, X-ray and other multi-wavelength data.

1.2 Microlensing

Microlensing occurs when a foreground massive object (lens) passes directly between the observer and a luminous background source. The gravitational potential of the lens deflects the light from the source with a characteristic radius, causing the source to brighten and fade as they move into and out of alignment, with a timescale that is proportional to the square root of the lens mass (years for black holes, days to weeks for planets and stars).

It is expected that LSST will detect more than 5,000 microlensing events during its lifetime (Sajadian & Poleski 2019), enabling the detection of exoplanets and isolated stellar mass black holes in the Milky Way.

LSST alone will not provide enough information to study short time-scale distortions in microlensing events. However, potential candidates can be identified using the LSST alert stream. Fink will be instrumental in the identification of potential candidates and the coordination of quick follow-up through specific networks like MicroFUN\footnote{5 https://tde.space/} and RoboNET team\footnote{6 http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~microfun/}, or astrometric and spectroscopic follow-up observations (through spatial telescopes and large spectrometers).

1.3 Supernovae

Supernovae are stellar explosions of interest for astrophysical and cosmology studies. They are visible during week time-scales in...
multiple wavelengths and potentially through other messengers such as neutrinos, gravitational waves and gamma rays. LSST is expected to discover up to $10^6$ supernovae during its 10 year survey (LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009), orders of magnitude greater than currently available data sets.

Given such data volume, the first challenge will be to disentangle different types of supernovae using the alert streams. Fink will deliver classification, after only a few observations, in order to select promising candidates for further analysis and follow-up coordination (e.g., Möller & de Boissière 2019). This early identification is crucial to allow optimal distribution of follow-up efforts for further SNe studies, including spectroscopic typing of supernovae, as well as to improve training sets for photometric classifiers (Ishida et al. 2019).

For cosmology, the main challenge for any broker will be to characterise its selection function during the full 10 year survey. In other words it is necessary to reconstruct a posteriori the state of the broker at any given time in order to properly evaluate bias corrections. Determining this selection function is the dominant uncertainty on the bias corrections which is one of the top systematics in current cosmology constraints (Betoule et al. 2014; DES Collaboration et al. 2019). Fink aims to keep a record of the state of the broker thus enabling efficient and traceable selection functions. Moreover, the broker is being developed in close contact with the LSST Dark Energy Science Collaboration (DESC) Alerts topical team in order to ensure that it fulfils the requirements for LSST dark energy supernova searches. These efforts aim to fully exploit the availability of LSST data at IN2P3 Computing Centre in Lyon (CC-IN2P3) (see more details in Section 2), which gives Fink an opportunity to cross-match transient candidates with LSST data, thus providing extra added values which can be made available to DESC members and boost scientific outcomes of dark energy studies.

1.4 Anomaly Detection

Perhaps one of the most anticipated outcomes of the LSST era is the identification of unknown astrophysical sources. As an example, potentially cataclysmic events leading to new mechanisms of particle acceleration or electromagnetic counterparts of GW can provide important insights into their progenitor systems. However, given the volume and complexity of the data which will accompany them, it is unlikely that such sources will be serendipitously identified. The use of automated anomaly detection (AD) algorithms might help mitigate some of these issues. However, traditional AD techniques are known to deliver a high incidence of false positives (see e.g., Pruzhinskaya et al. 2019). Taking into account that, in astronomy, further scrutiny of an anomaly candidate is only possible through expensive spectroscopic follow-up, this translates into a significant fraction of resources spent in non-interesting targets. This caveat can be overcome by carefully designing a recommendation system able to identify and flag candidates following a custom anomaly definition. This is the goal of active anomaly detection techniques (Das et al. 2017). In order to fully exploit the potential of LSST for new discoveries, Fink is designed to have an anomaly detection module, based on state-of-the-art adaptive machine learning techniques which will be tailored to optimise the use of domain knowledge (Ishida et al. 2019a). This will allow the broker to deliver increasingly more accurate anomaly scores throughout the first years of the survey.

2 REQUIREMENTS & DESIGN

Fink is designed to maximise scientific exploitation of the LSST alert stream. We introduce its science and technology requirements in Section 2.1. Chosen big data technologies are introduced in Section 2.2. We make a strong emphasis on interoperability with existing frameworks for catalogue query, cross-matching and communication between surveys and follow-up facilities, as we show in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we focus on modularity and versioning which enable the system to adapt to the evolution of tools and communities over a decade, as well ensuring traceability of its delivered data and added values.

2.1 Requirements

Fink fulfills traditional broker tasks, for the above science cases: (i) ingest the LSST alert stream, (ii) annotate all alerts, (iii) filter alert stream, (iv) redistribute alerts. Moreover, it goes beyond basic requirements, expanding these tasks and aiming to optimise its technology for LSST and its related Science Collaborations. Below we introduce all Fink requirements, marking non-traditional outputs for brokers pre-LSST era with a star (*).

(i) Ingest the LSST alert stream:
- Ingestion of alert stream batch within seconds.
- Big data processing robustness for the LSST alert stream volumes (inbound and outbound).

(ii) Annotate alerts:
- Ability to ingest continuously updated catalogues.
- Multi-wavelength and multi-messenger event cross-matches from survey feeds.
- Classify alerts within minutes of observations.
- Early light-curve classification.
- Provide classification for a subset of science cases which is continuously improved using state-of-the-art deep learning and adaptive learning techniques.

(iii) Filter:
- Allow customizable filtering of alerts.
- Availability of added values and historical data for filtering.

(iv) Redistribute:
- Transmit annotated and reduced stream within minutes.
- Support forwarding of partial streams to downstream teams.
- Support web-interface and API clients to redistribute alerts to science teams and follow-up facilities.
- World-public access of all of our products and original alert stream (with the exception of proprietary catalogues/data).

(v) Additional science and technology requirements:
- Save all raw and enriched alerts8 to allow post-processing and reproducibility.
- Version control of the state of the broker and added values to reproduce selection functions.

8 Enriched alert packets are the original Apache Avro packets sent by LSST (or ZTF) forwarded, with new fields from the Fink processing. The latest schema is provided to the users via the Fink client. However, internally, we make use of the Parquet format which offers more flexibility in terms of post-processing.
2.2 Efficient big data processing

In order to accommodate the paradigm change introduced by the multi-TB alert dataset of LSST, Fink is designed to take advantage of new technological approaches based on big data tools.

2.2.1 Cloud computing

Fink handles large data volumes by distributing the data and the load over many machines. As alerts are received, the system is scaled by adding more machines which independently process the alerts using the same software. This is called horizontal scaling and it is highly successful in the big data industry.

To deploy such a processing, we use cloud computing that brings many benefits in terms of scalability of processing and cost effectiveness, fault tolerance, shareability of results, as well as increased portability and reproducibility. In Fink, we currently operate a prototype on the VirtualData OpenStack-based cloud, a shared computing and storage infrastructure at University Paris-Saclay. For LSST processing, we will host the production service at CC-IN2P3, which also runs an OpenStack cloud and will have a local copy of LSST data that can be efficiently exploited for internal cross-match needs. CC-IN2P3 is a large scientific data centre committed to contribute to process 50% of the raw LSST data as a satellite data processing centre during the operations phase of the LSST project.

2.2.2 Distributed computation

To efficiently process LSST big data volume, Fink is constructed around Apache Spark (Zaharia et al. 2012), an open-source framework providing an advanced analytics engine for large-scale data processing, widely adopted in the big data industry and occasionally used in astronomy (e.g. Zhang et al. 2015; Peloton et al. 2018; Brahem et al. 2018; Zečević et al. 2019; Hong et al. 2020). Further details and practical use cases for LSST can be found in Plaszczynski et al. (2019).

Apache Spark is based on the MapReduce cluster computing paradigm, using implicit data parallelism. It leverages the data storage distribution (data chunks) to process each chunk in parallel on different machines. When the dataset size increases, as long as it can be divided into more chunks, adding more machines result in a close-to-linear performance scaling.

One another important feature of the framework is its built-in fault tolerance. The computation is done on coarse-grained transformations that apply the same operation to many data items rather than fine-grained updates to mutable states. The fault tolerance is achieved by logging the transformations used to build a dataset (called its lineage) rather than the actual data. If a machine performing a computation is lost, the lost data can be recomputed in parallel on other machines by accessing its lineage (available from other machines).

We mainly use the Spark Structured Streaming processing engine (Armbrust et al. 2018) for building end-to-end streaming applications. Spark Structured Streaming connects seamlessly with Apache Kafka, currently used by ZTF (Patterson et al. 2019b) to deliver alerts at high rates, and envisioned by the LSST alert distribution system (Bellm et al. 2019a; Patterson et al. 2019a). The combination of the two frameworks guarantees high performance streaming, with throughput tested up to hundred thousands of alerts per minutes using modest CPU and memory resources (see also Sec. 3.1). In Fink, incoming alerts are distributed over all the machines.

Figure 1. Architecture of Fink. Each box is a cluster of machines deployed on a cloud. The main streams of alerts for Fink (ZTF, and LSST) are collected and processed inside the Processing cluster running Apache Spark (see Sec. 3.2, 3.3). At the end of the processing, a series of filter divides the stream into substreams based on user needs, and data is sent to subscribers via the Communication cluster running Apache Kafka (see Sec. 3.6.1). At the end of the night, all processed data is aggregated and pushed into the Science Portal, based on Apache HBase, where users can connect via a web browser and explore all processed Fink data (see Sec. 3.6.2). Alert data and added-values are stored at various stages on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Other survey data streams (such as alert data from LIGO/Virgo, Fermi or Swift) are collected by the Communication cluster and sent to the Processing cluster to be used to annotate the main stream of alerts. See text for more information on each component.
and they are processed independently of each other. If the pool of machines is not enough, the Spark cluster scales by adding a new machine that receives extra alerts. In the case of structured streaming, fault-tolerance is enforced through checkpointing and Write-Ahead Logs (end-to-end exactly-once fault-tolerance). If there is a partial hardware failure and data is not collected properly, the system will automatically start a new machine that will take over the stream processing where it stopped or recover missing data if alerts are still available from the distribution system.

To store incoming and processed alert data across multiple machines, we use the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) capable to handle PB of data efficiently. We guarantee high availability and reliability (fault-tolerance) by replicating the data across multiple data-nodes. Fink can be adapted to use different storage systems and we expect to transition to the highly performing Ceph/S3.

### 2.3 Interoperability

Fink is designed to take advantage of widely used services and tools in astronomy, thus benefiting from standards in place and ensuring communication between different surveys, science collaborations and observational facilities.

It has been developed to use existing reference astronomical databases for annotating information on the alert stream. For example, we have a tight integration with services developed and maintained at the Centre de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg, including cross-matching with the latest information from survey catalogues (see also Sec. 3.3.1 & 4.1). We are also developing the necessary tools to cross-match alerts smoothly with other catalogues and to recover recently classified astrophysical objects (e.g. using services such as TNS). Furthermore, the broker is capable of handling VOEvents (Seaman et al. 2011) and VOEvent transport protocol (Swinbank et al. 2017) for reception of new multi-wavelength and multi-messenger alerts. This framework is paramount to guarantee optimal exploitation of the data gathered by LSST in real time and efficient communication with the different astronomical communities (see also Sec. 3.3.1).

We seek to redistribute alerts to the community through a webinterface and API clients. Our aim is to provide reliable, customisable alert streams for science collaborations, follow-up facilities, downstream broker services and citizen science portals.

### 2.4 Modularity and versioning

Fink’s system is vastly modular, allowing fast deployment (deploying only what has changed), fine-grained control of resources required (tuning dynamically the computational resources used by each component), and integration of new science modules with ease. This modularity also provides analysis flexibility, as we can re-run parts of the whole processing chain on-demand and only update results. All information is stored in permanent databases (incoming alerts and added-values), the software is containerised, and the analysis chains are automated to reduce human intervention. We are transitioning from Apache Mesos to Kubernetes to improve flexibility and portability on different computing platforms, including cloud platforms such as AWS, Google Cloud and Azure, that provide this service.

Fink packages are structured as following: Fink-broker is the broker framework which contains the data ingestion and processing workflow (see Section 3.2). Fink-science contains the science modules used to annotate alerts (see Section 3.3). Fink-filters contains filters used to define substreams (e.g. supernovae). Fink-client is a package to collect and manipulate Fink’s annotated alerts. To benchmark and test our broker, we have developed the package Fink-alert-simulator to simulate alert streams by replaying simulated or historical data.

Furthermore, we implement version control in each of our components to ease the post-processing and allow reproducibility. We use the MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH system, and both software and data are versioned. This allows traceability of our alert outputs which are necessary, for example, to reproduce selection functions. We note however that, as the number of modules in Fink-science grows, it raises questions about interface definition and migration of cross-modules (modules that need input or output from other modules).

There are some standards inside Fink that have been defined and must be enforced (such as the I/O format and the field naming) when defining a new Fink-science module, but more work on the standardisation is needed to accommodate for many cross-modules over the long-term.

It is possible to update individual science modules, but the version number is global. To know what change has been made in between versions, not only we version, but we record change in a human readable way as well.

In this paper we present science verification results in Section 4 using Fink-broker version 0.7.0, Fink-science version 0.3.7, Fink-filters 0.1.6, and doing simulations with Fink-alert-simulator version 0.1.1. All components are open source and freely available, licensed under an Apache License 2.

### 3 IMPLEMENTATION

Fink’s main structure is described in Fig 1. Our broker is deployed in the cloud and has been tested for LSST requirements (Section 3.1). The stream of alerts is continuously collected and stored on disks (Section 3.2). A first series of filters selects good quality data that are then processed and annotated by the science modules (Section 3.3). This annotated alert stream is stored in a database that can be used for post-processing (Section 3.4). One key feature of Fink is its feedback loop to improve classification modules and to provide a recommendation system for follow-up (Section 3.5). Finally, in Section 3.6 we present how the community is able to access the broker’s outputs.

For prototyping, we have used the alert stream structure envisioned for LSST, which is also adopted by the ZTF alert stream. All releases of the broker are benchmarked against LSST requirements and beyond in terms of alert rate. The broker has been successfully tested with up to 100,000 incoming alerts per minute using replayed ZTF alert data streams (5 times the predicted rate of alerts for LSST): generation of alert packets similar to LSST, volume stress testing, speed testing.

---

9 Currently, HDFS is installed on top of an existing Ceph instance, so migration would reduce the layers. Since object storage platforms are becoming widespread (e.g. Amazon S3, Ceph, Swift), they may offer the best combination of availability, long-term support and good performances in the future.

10 [Fink team 2020](https://github.com/astrolabsoftware/fink-science/releases)

11 [Fink team 2020](https://github.com/astrolabsoftware)
### 3.1 Deployment platform and prototyping

Fink is a cloud-ready distributed system, currently developed and tested on the VirtualData OpenStack cloud at University Paris Saclay. The broker is made of four main clusters shown in Fig. 1: processing (Apache Spark cluster), communication (Apache Kafka cluster), science portal (Apache HBase cluster), and data store (HDFS cluster).

As a reference, we provide the resources deployed to prototype Fink in the light of LSST requirements, and currently used to process ZTF data and LSST-like simulations. The alert stream is continuously collected and processed inside a cluster of 11 machines (162 cores total for the computation, 2 GB RAM/core) with Apache Spark deployed and managed by Apache Mesos. All machines use CentOS7 and we are currently running Apache Spark 2.4.5 (N-2 released version). The associated data store is a HDFS cluster of 11 machines with 35 TB of storage total (volume cinder HDFS), and a replication factor of 3 (i.e. 100 TB of raw dedicated storage). We monitor the performances 24/7 using Grafana and Ganglia.

After processing, the stream can be divided into small sub-streams based on user’s defined science filters. Currently, the sub-stream data are sent to users via a cluster of 5 machines (20 cores total, 2GB RAM/core) where Apache Kafka and Zookeeper are deployed. This cluster also handles alert simulations, by replaying ZTF streams at a tunable rate. In addition, each machine has a 1 TB local disk mounted to keep these substream data available up to several days. At the end of each night, all processed data is aggregated and pushed into an Apache HBase cluster connected to the main HDFS file-system which can be accessed through the Science Portal (see Section 3.6.2). We are managing different HBase tables serving different purposes: web application, light-curve post-processing and graph processing.

While we have largely enough resources to process, store and manipulate ZTF alert data, and medium-size sets of LSST simulations, we would need to expand the computational resources for LSST operations. Based on current LSST project figures, for processing LSST alert stream during the next decade we would require 500 cores total (computation, data store, and user servicing) and 1 PB disk storage per year of alerts. Thanks to the nature of cloud computing, the computing and storage resources are flexible, and we can dynamically increase (or decrease) it based on our needs.

### 3.2 Data ingestion

Fink ingests alert packets in real-time, decodes the alerts and automatically stores them to persistent storage for later re-processing needs. Alert packets can include information on the alert candidate brightness evolution over time as well as contextual information such as image cutouts and close-by sources.

Among several configuration aspects, the choice of trigger time is important (user-defined configuration option). The Apache Spark cluster pulls the trigger to Apache Kafka communication, and the time between two triggers is the result of two orthogonal goals: processing and releasing emitted data as fast as possible (small trigger time) and filling machines with as many alerts as possible per trigger to internally benefit from batch processing (large trigger time).

To find the best compromise, we combine a time-based trigger with a number of alerts, and we trigger the one that comes first. Typical trigger happens after 400 alerts have been received or 15 seconds elapsed. Except the trigger, the other details of implementation are not Fink-specific. We rely on the built-in Spark-Kafka connector and the cluster manager to deal with parallelism details (how new alerts are distributed on the machines, etc.).

Fink is currently applied to the ZTF public stream. The ZTF alert stream is an unfiltered, 5-sigma alert stream (Masci et al. 2018). Each night, the broker ingests in real-time the alert packets sent by the telescope. Each alert packet is serialised in Apache Avro format, and includes information on the alert candidate such as the timestamp, position, magnitude estimate, or data calibration and image cutouts around the position of the alert candidate as well as its history over a month (LSST plans to extend the attached history up to a year; Bellm et al. 2019a). The collected data between November 2019 and June 2020 represents about 130GB of compressed data per month for ZTF (about 3.1 million alerts per month on average) as shown in Fig. 2, and we expect between 1 and 2 orders of magnitude more alerts for LSST.

The incoming ZTF public stream is then filtered by Fink to reject artefacts and known bogus alerts. We use a combination of different criteria to assess the quality of alerts, partly suggested by the ZTF team:

- **RealBogus scores assigned by the ZTF alert distribution pipeline** (Mahabal et al. 2019; Duev et al. 2019). The values must be above 0.55.
- **Number of prior-tagged bad pixels in a 5 x 5 pixel stamp.** The value must be 0.
- **The difference between the aperture magnitude and the PSF-fit magnitude.** The absolute value must be lower than 0.1.

This filtering reduces \( \approx 70\% \) of the initial ZTF public stream, leaving \( \approx 30\% \) of all collected alerts to be further processed by the science modules (By only using the criterion from the ZTF real-bogus classifier, \( \approx 35\% \) of data is cut). For LSST, different criteria will be defined to select high quality alerts.

### 3.3 Science modules

Science modules in Fink are designed to add value to incoming alerts through cross-matching with catalogues or survey feeds (Section 3.3.1) and by providing preliminary classification scores (Sec-
They are external Python modules12 encapsulating necessary routines and classes to process and annotate the data, and can be loaded on-demand.

Some modules were designed specifically for Fink, others are existing user programs which were integrated into it. We aim to introduce minimal change for existing user programs to work with the broker, mainly requiring some I/O formatting. We inspect the running time of each module, optimise the entire pipeline to reduce latencies, to ensure a rapid response and an end-to-end processing time within minutes. Modules are tested individually (unit tests) and globally (integration tests) via our continuous integration pipeline that runs each time a new modification is done. Alert throughput for currently implemented science modules are shown in Fig. 3. Some modules process all alerts that pass the quality cuts and therefore need to have high throughput (e.g. cross-match). However, some classifier modules process only alerts that satisfy additional criteria and can afford a lower throughput.

### 3.3.1 Cross-matching modules

The cross-matching modules take all the alerts that pass the quality criteria and add information on close-by sources from astronomical catalogues and other real-time surveys. Three types of cross-matching are done by Fink: (i) using the Xmatch service provided by the Centre de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS), (ii) using Fink designed cross-matching tools for small catalogues and (iii) stream using the Comert broker.

First, Fink retrieves the information from external catalogues already available from the astronomical community. It currently uses the Xmatch service provided by the Centre de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS). This service is tailored for cross-matching large catalogues, and provides an intuitive API. Alerts are sent by large batches to the Xmatch service to reduce the number of necessary calls. The service performs a positional cross-match within a radius of 1 arcsecond with the objects from the Simbad catalogue (Wenger et al. 2000), and returns all results within a few seconds. In the case of multiple matches within this radius, we currently select only the closest object. This piece of information is then added to the original alert packet. The choice of these catalogues to cross-match against, and the cross-match radius can be changed in the future but it is standardised for all alerts. In case of a failure of the external service (maintenance, or downtime of Xmatch), the broker skips this step, and continues the rest of the alert processing to ensure fast throughput for users. While subscribers will not be able to get the cross-match information in real-time, a re-processing of the missing cross-matched data on a later time can be accessed in the Science Portal.

Second, we have designed Fink specific tools for cross-matching with small catalogues (e.g. Section 4.2). Third, the broker also cross-matches alerts with other ongoing alert stream surveys, such as LIGO/Virgo, Fermi or Swift. Most of these surveys are packaging alerts as VOEvents (Seaman et al. 2011), and they use the VOEvent Transport Protocol (VTP) to distribute it (Swinbank et al. 2017). We use the Comert broker (Swinbank 2014), an open source implementation of VTP, to subscribe to these streams and receive VOEvents sent by other telescopes. Received alert packets are converted into a live stream suitable for processing, which is cross-matched with the main stream. The cross-match information is then added to original alerts, and distributed to the users (see also Sec. 3.6.1). We do not redistribute alerts of interest yet in the traditional VOEvent format. This service is still experimental at this stage.

### 3.3.2 Classifier and Anomaly Detection modules

To further enrich the alert stream, these modules provide classification of the alerts using the alert stream and cross-matching information. We aim to incorporate state-of-the-art machine learning classification algorithms for a variety of science cases with three main goals.

First, we aim to obtain rapid and reliable characterisation of transient events while they are still active, enabling the selection of objects for follow-up efforts. This challenging task requires algorithms that are able to characterise objects with only a handful of light-curve observations (e.g. Möller & de Boissière 2019; Muthukrishna et al. 2019; Godines et al. 2019; Jamal & Bloom 2020).

Second, we aim to enable the construction of improved training samples for these machine learning applications and provide meaningful probabilities that quantify the classification uncertainty due to shortcomings of training sets. Supervised learning methods rely on training sets known to be incomplete or not representative, biasing the resulting classification probabilities. In order to improve training samples, it is necessary to plan the acquisition of labels for objects which help increase this representativeness and introducing them to the training sets (see Section 3.5). Identifying such objects is the goal of active learning algorithms which have proven to be successful in a series of astronomical applications (Solorio et al. 2005; Richards et al. 2012; Ishida et al. 2019b). Furthermore, Bayesian neural networks (BNNs) have been shown to provide meaningful classification uncertainties that are linked to the representativeness of training sets and can be used as information for the AL loop (Möller & de Boissière 2019; Walmsley et al. 2020).

Third, we aim to provide anomaly scores whose accuracy improve with the evolution of the survey. In order to fully exploit the potential of LSST for new discoveries, Fink is designed to have a specific anomaly detection module, based on contemporary adaptive machine learning techniques which will be specifically designed to optimise the use of domain knowledge (Ishida et al. 2019a).

### 3.3.3 Currently implemented science modules

We summarise here the currently implemented science modules in Fink. Additional ones are in development and new contributions are encouraged:

**Cross-matching modules:**

- Catalogues: Simbad catalogue (Wenger et al. 2000), with a matching radius of 1 arcsecond, using the Xmatch service provided by CDS.
- Surveys: LIGO/Virgo, Fermi, Swift alerts via the Comert broker (live), and survey public catalogues (post-processing).
- Other services: Transient Name Server (TNS) for recent classifications.

**Classification modules:**

- Microlensing: Classification of events using LIA based on Godines et al. (2019).
- Supernovae partial and complete light-curve classification: Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architecture on SuperNNova from Möller & de Boissière (2019).

Fink team 2020

---

12 [https://github.com/astrolabsoftware/fink-science](https://github.com/astrolabsoftware/fink-science)
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The broker collects and stores all incoming alerts, as well as ad-

ditional information based on Lens Identification Algorithm (LIA; Godines et al. 2019), Active Learning: supernovae classification based on Random Forest (Ishida et al. 2019a), Supernova: supernovae classification using SuperNNova (Möller & de Boissière 2019), xMatch: CDS cross-matching service. We also show the I/O throughput, that is the number of alerts per second written on HDFS by a single CPU. For reference, the grey dashed horizontal line shows a single science module throughput corresponding to 2 seconds processing using 100 CPU at LSST scale (10,000 alerts received every 37 seconds, before applying quality cuts). The total combined throughput is about 10 alerts/second/core, that is a total latency of 10 seconds to process 10,000 alerts on 100 cores. While we are working to bring all individual module performances above the threshold, the classifiers that use additional filters before processing alert data can afford a lower throughput (e.g. supernovae modules or microlensing).

Additionally we determine potential Solar System object based on a series of filters.

3.4 Post-processing with database

The broker collects and stores all incoming alerts, as well as additional information derived by its science modules. The data is stored on the HDFS cluster (see Fig 1), and it remains accessible for further investigations or re-processing. Given the multi-TB size of the dataset, specific tools are required to analyse it efficiently such as Apache Spark which allows real-time or post-processing analyses with little changes and on the same computing platform. Apache Spark has the advantage of being able to hold the dataset in the memory of the different machines as long as it is required for the analysis, and to combine the results globally only at the end, transparently to the user, resulting in very high performance when exploring the historical data.

All the processing tools used in live processing by the broker can be re-run on historical data collected over the years. Fink is thus able to quickly perform comparisons of performances of different machine learning models, adding cross-matches with other catalogues, or exploring new processing modules while keeping the development cost low. Further, all the broker tools and science modules are versioned which will be key to properly track selection functions for a variety of science cases during the LSST decade and beyond.

3.5 Feedback

One of the defining features of Fink is its designed ability to improve the accuracy of added values as the survey evolves by enabling the use of adaptive learning strategies. Each science module which makes use of such strategies encapsulates the learning loop within it.

To improve the accuracy of specific added values, potentially informative objects are identified in the stream and their labels are searched continuously in known public data bases using our cross-matching module. Moreover, Fink will make public the list of objects of interest for each science module at least via two channels: the Fink client (live Kafka streams), and the Science Portal (web application). We aim to ensure that information is spread through the spectroscopic follow-up community through standard channels such as TNS for transient discovery, VOEvents for multi-messenger counterparts and Target of Observation Manager (TOM) systems interfacing between brokers and follow-up facilities.

Once a new informative label is available, the user is notified and the machine learning models can be retrained. This process can be computationally very expensive depending on the volume of training data, complexity of the model and frequency with which labels are provided. For the first two science modules employing adaptive learning strategies (SN and Anomaly Detection) Fink resources will be available for automatic model update. Other community projects willing to implement such strategies can take advantage of the infrastructure provided by Fink for cross-match and advertisement of desired labels but will be initially responsible for retraining their own modules. Further arrangements to automate this process within the broker will require an evaluation of the computational cost and available resources.

The constant update of the machine learning models also means that Fink will be able to reprocess previous alerts and provide more accurate classifications of historical with the evolution of the survey. We plan to hold frequent data releases with updated classifications and anomaly scores which can highly improve the applicability of catalogue data in photometric studies.

3.6 How to use Fink

The annotated alerts by Fink can be accessed by the community through live filtered streams (Section 3.6.1) and a web portal (Section 3.6.2).

3.6.1 Live filtered streams

Users can receive a customised filtered alert stream at the end of the processing, when all the additional information from the science modules has been computed. We aim to provide these filtered streams within minutes of the alerts being ingested.

A filter uses the information available in the alerts and the added values provided by the broker (e.g. cross-matches, classification scores) to select a subset of the alert stream for a given science case. The only criterion for a filter to be deployed is that the volume of data to be transferred is tractable on our side. Hence each filter must focus on a specific aspect of the stream to reduce the outgoing volume of alerts.

13 https://lco.global/tomtoolkit/

14 These filters can be simple boolean expressions, or more complex workflows, but they do not add additional information.
import pandas as pd

def example_cut(cdsmatch, sn1, sn2) -> pd.Series:
    """Apply cuts to the alert stream"""

    Parameters
    ----------
    cdsmatch: Cross-match values from CDS catalogs
    sn1: SN1 classification scores
    sn2: SN2 classification scores

    Returns
    -------
    out: pandas.Series of Boolean
    """
    mask = cdsmatch.isin(["SU", "Candidate_SN", "Galaxy", "galaxy", "Unknown"])
    mask = mask & (sn1.values > 0.8) & (sn2.values > 0.8)

    return pd.Series(mask)

Figure 4. Example of a very simple filter in Python to select possible supernovae using CDS cross-match and the two supernova classifiers currently implemented in Fink. An optimised filter is further discussed in the science verification section.

The alerts are distributed using Apache Kafka (see Fig. 1), and Kafka topics are created based on the user-defined filters. Users are encouraged to register to connect to existing streams, or create new ones. As we are in testing operations phase, currently filters are checked and deployed by our local team. We keep the sub-stream remains available in the Science Portal). We are constructing an API service for interested teams, enabling follow-up facilities and downstream brokers to create and receive automatically a customisable reduced alert stream.

An example of a filter is given in Figure 4. For this particular filter, the original stream for a ZTF observing month of 1,515,953 alerts (after quality cuts) was reduced to 112,344 alerts. This simplistic filter is enhanced and discussed in Section 4.

3.6.2 Science portal

The Fink Science Portal allows access and manipulation of the processed data through a web interface. The data is grouped by object ID, providing a full alert history of an object at the end of each night beyond the limited history provided by the alert stream. During the processing, alert data is primarily stored in the Apache Parquet format which seamlessly integrates with our processing tools. But to make the data exploration of end-user products as quick and relevant as possible given the expected PB of alert data at the end of the survey, we use Apache HBase for the Science Portal data storage (key-value storing). Apache HBase is a non-relational distributed database that allows to easily keep track of changes, to perform fast queries, and it allows flexibility in the data model schema. An HBase cluster has been deployed in the VirtualData cloud, data is stored on HDFS (see Fig. 1). The system currently uses an HBase-Spark connector to ingest and update data at the end of the night, and the front-end to access the distributed data, deploy jobs to data, move data between servers is under development. A beta version of the Science Portal (i.e. with limited features) is online at https://fink-broker.org, and Fig. 5 describes the main object view page summary.

4 SCIENCE VERIFICATION

We are developing Fink using replayed ZTF alert data since November 2019. In February 2020, the Fink collaboration signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with ZTF to receive the live public data stream and has been since then performing technical and science tests with its data. In this Section we showcase our first science modules and alert selection methods for a handful of science cases. Results have been bench-marked using, when relevant, simulations and the ZTF public stream (alert data from November 2019 to June 2020). We show the footprint of the ZTF alert stream in Figure 7 and alerts associated to a subset of transient types using our current science modules.

4.1 SIMBAD database cross-matching module

Each alert that passes our broker’s quality cut criteria (see Section 3.2) is cross-matched against the Simbad catalogue using the xmatch service provided by CDS (see Sec. 3.3.1). On each processor, the alerts are sent by batches to minimise the call to the service, and we currently achieve a throughput of about 80 alerts/second on a single processor (including network latencies, and cross-matching time), which corresponds to about 1.25 second to process 10,000 alerts with 100 processors (expected rate of alerts for LSST every 37 seconds, see Fig. 3).

Using this module on the ZTF public alert stream, we find that only ±20-25% of processed alerts are known transients or have an astrophysical object match in Simbad. The remaining are either new transients, transients not previously in this catalogue or spurious detections. The most common cross-matched types are RR Lyrae variable stars (RRLyr) and eclipsing binary stars (EB*), representing up to 10% of the average alert stream as shown in Fig. 6. Each month, we have around 150 different object types returned by the cross-match service, ranging from extra-solar planets to variable stars or AGN.


16 There is a unique identifier for all alerts corresponding to the same astrophysical object based on the sky position. For LSST, we will use what the project provides (Bellm et al. 2019a).

17 This project is part of the Google Summer of Code 2020
Figure 5. The Fink object page summary from the beta version of the science portal (https://fink-broker.org). A: Cutouts from the last alert packet of this object. B: Complete light-curve of the object. The users can change units to display difference magnitude, DC magnitude, or DC apparent flux as a function of time. Filter bands are shown in different colours. C: Textual information from the last alert, such as its emission date, sky position, light variability with respect to the previous alert, or the closest sources from external catalogues (PanSTARRS-DR1, Gaia-DR2, ZTF). D: Interactive Aladin view of the object with the PanSTARRS-DR1 image centred at the position of the latest alert. E: External online data-sets (TNS, SIMBAD, NED) with cross-matched data to this object (e.g. spectroscopy). F: Button to download object data (all annotated data for this object). G: Tabs to trigger different views of the object. The views focus on specific aspect of the data (such as the evolution of classification module scores for Supernovae detection) and the users can perform data fit based on pre-loaded models (e.g. variable stars, microlensing). New features and new views are regularly added based on our community feedback. As of November 2020, the Science Portal gives access to more than 15 million ZTF alerts processed by Fink.

Figure 6. ZTF alert stream classification returned by the xmatch service at CDS, using the Simbad catalogue. We show the results from the 8 main categories (LPV*=Long-period variable star, RRLyr=Variable Star of RR Lyr type, Candidate_RRLyr=Possible Star of RR Lyr type, Star=confirmed star, Mira=Variable Star of Mira Cet type, EB*=Eclipsing binary, QSO=quasar, V*=Star suspected of Variability) returned for November 2019 in blue (1,515,953 alerts processed after quality cuts) and May 2020 in orange (1,276,311 alerts processed after quality cuts). Percentages are computed with respect to the total alerts processed each month.

4.2 GRB search using Fermi and Swift

The GRB module implemented within Fink is devoted to promptly identify the optical counterparts of GRBs in the ZTF alert stream. To do so, two methods can be independently conducted, either by performing targeted searches for ZTF candidates as soon as a GRB is detected and localised by gamma/x-ray satellites or by making blind searches for optical afterglow-like emissions in the incoming ZTF alert stream to catch untriggered (no gamma/x-ray detection) or orphan GRBs. In this Section we show results only for the targeted search since the blind search is currently being developed.

Our targeted search for GRB optical afterglows consists in quickly isolating credible transient candidates in the ZTF alert stream that are coincident in space and time with known GRBs. We select the ZTF alerts that first satisfy our standard quality cuts (see Section 3.2), plus we apply additional cuts (cuts0):

- The ZTF candidates are uncatalogued sources according to the Simbad Astronomical Database. We require that ZTF candidates are at least 1 arcsecond away from any Simbad objects.
- We require that the ZTF candidates are at least 5 arcsecond away from any of the objects listed to the Gaia-DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018) and PanSTARRS-DR1 (Chambers et al. 2016) catalogues.

We applied our selection criteria to find the remaining ZTF candidates that might be associated in position and time with a given GRB (cuts1):

- The ZTF alert detection time $T_{ZTF}$ must be within a searching
Figure 7. Footprint of the ZTF alert stream from November 2019 to June 2020 associated to a subset of transient types using current Fisx science modules: candidate Solar System objects (top-left blue, see Sec. 4.5), variable stars from the cross-match with the Simbad catalogue (orange top-right, see Sec. 4.1), alerts matched to a galaxy in the Simbad catalogue (green middle-left, see Sec. 3.3.1), supernovae type Ia candidates selected using SuperNNova (red middle-right, see Sec. 4.4.1), microlensing event candidates selected using LIA (purple bottom-left, see Sec. 4.3), and all 7,975,588 processed alerts by F/i.pc/n.pc/k.pc that pass quality cuts (bottom-right, see Sec. 3.2). The Planck Commander thermal dust map (Akrami et al. 2018) is shown in the background for reference. All maps are in the Galactic coordinate system, with a healpix resolution parameter equal to $N_{\text{side}}=128$ (Gorski et al. 2005), except for alerts matching galaxies (green middle-left) where $N_{\text{side}}=64$ has been used to increase the readability.

The ZTF candidates must be newly discovered transients by the ZTF survey (detections prior to $\Delta T_s$ are therefore rejected) to avoid contamination by variable sources or long lasting transient sources.

- The angular separation, $D_A$, between the ZTF alert and the GRB positions must be consistent with the localisation region of the GRB.

- The time window $\Delta T_s = T_{\text{GRB}} - T_{\text{ZTF}} \in [-600 \text{ s}, 20 \text{ days}]$, where $T_{\text{GRB}}$ is the GRB trigger time. This time window is designed to catch all the possible optical counterparts that may occur from GRB precursor emissions up to the supernova components that may emerge several days after the $T_{\text{GRB}}$ in the case of long GRBs.
GRB, $\sigma_{\text{GRB}}$. This $\sigma_{\text{GRB}}$ is highly variable from a GRB to an other one depending on the instrument that performed the localisation.

We tested the Fink GRB module on Swift and Fermi-GBM GRBs detected from November 01, 2019 to June 17, 2020. During this period, a total of 46 GRBs were detected by the Swift-BAT gamma-ray instrument and well-localised to a $\sigma_{\text{BAT}} \sim 2$ arc min accuracy (up to $\sigma_{\text{XRT}} \sim 2$ arcsecond accuracy with the Swift x-ray XRT telescope) while a total of 142 Fermi-GBM GRBs were detected and localised with a median error radius $\sigma_{\text{GBM}} = 4.13^\circ$. We first applied the quality cuts0 on the whole ZTF alert stream as a preliminary filter. Before applying our selection criteria (cuts1), we set up the maximum angular separation between the positions of the ZTF events and our selected GRBs to $D_{\text{A,Swift}} = 3 \times \sigma_{\text{BAT,XRT}}$ and $D_{\text{A,Fermi}} = \min(\sigma_{\text{GBM}}, 5^\circ)$, for Swift and Fermi GRBs respectively. The results of our different selection cuts (cuts0 and cuts1) on the monthly ZTF alert stream are summarised in Table 1.

We found no robust association between the ZTF transient alerts and the Swift GRBs. On the contrary, because the Fermi-GBM localisation accuracy is much worse than the one of the Swift instruments, we found associations for 393 ZTF transient candidates with 22 Fermi-GBM GRBs in total over the entire period of our investigations. We visually inspected these candidates, comparing real afterglow light-curves with ZTF observations (detection+upper limits prior to the detection) to further select candidates. After applying this selection procedure to ZTF observations, of those remaining candidates with known GRB afterglow light curves (seen on-axis) we were able to rule out 97% of them as being credible optical afterglow candidates. The remaining 3% of the candidates (133/393 candidates) were detected by ZTF few hours up to 1.2 days after the GRB trigger times at a median r-band magnitude $r = 19.61$. According to the ZTF upper limits on their optical flux obtained days before the detection and due to the ZTF survey strategy (revisit at daily timescale) which prevents from obtaining late photometric measurements at deeper magnitude ($t_{\text{lim}} \sim 20.5$), we could not completely rule out their potential association with the Fermi-GBM GRBs.

Our preliminary implementation already allows us to make fast off-line cross-matches between the ZTF and Swift/Fermi GRB alert streams. Future implementations will target real-time identification of ZTF optical counterparts from any GRB detected by the Swift and Fermi missions, and later the SVOM mission. Additional functionalities will also allow to rapidly estimate the likelihood of the ZTF transient candidates with typical GRB afterglow behaviours depending on the viewing angle with respect to our line-of-sight. This likelihood estimator will be used to classify the ZTF candidates in different GRB sub-streams for which we could apply different follow-up and analysis strategies.

### 4.3 Microlensing events

The microlensing classification module is based on the Lens Identification Algorithm (LIA) presented in Godines et al. (2019). In short, a Random Forest algorithm is trained with simulated light-curves similar in cadence and noise to the associated survey of interest (currently ZTF). More than 50 features are extracted from the photometric light-curve and re-projected with a Principal Component Analysis to classify four different classes of events, which include microlensing. Since the current algorithm does not support multi-bands information, each individual filter-band is treated separately with its own training set and noise model. To derive the final class probability, results from each band for the same object are compared. A multi-band version of LIA is under development.

For this implementation, we simulated 10,000 microlensing events over real ZTF light-curves from the publicly released ZTF DR2 database. For each light-curve, the impact parameter, $u_0$, has been randomly chosen between 0 and 2, the maximum magnification time $t_0$ between the time of the first and last observations, and the Einstein event duration $t_E$ between 1 and 500 days, following a logarithmic distribution. We split this data set into a training set (7,500 light-curves) and a validation set (2,500 light-curves). We train LIA with the training set, and apply the model on the validation set to evaluate performance. We find a classification accuracy of 80% for light-curves that have at least 5 points during the magnification peak (within $[t_0 - t_E, t_0 + t_E]$ time interval). In addition, 60% of the correctly classified events were discovered before the end of the transient (defined as $t_0 + t_E$ in this test).

Additionally, to mimic ZTF alert content which provides historical data for only a month, we reduce the ZTF DR2 database light-curves to 30 days. We retrain the model using these partial curves, and apply the model on the data. We find that only 20% alerts are flagged as microlensing before $t_0 + t_E$. We note also that 50% of correctly classified alerts are identified before the peak of the event. The drop in accuracy compared to the full light-curve case described above is expected as we have less information for each event, making hard to determine the baseline flux and its dispersion. For LSST, as each alert is expected to contain up to a year history, we expect a higher accuracy due to a better characterisation of the pre-event and event data.

We also tested this module using the ZTF public alert stream, since some microlensing events have already been found during the first years (Mróz et al. 2020). We analysed the alert data taken between November 2019 and June 2020. Among the 10 million alerts that pass the quality cuts, we classified alerts with more than 10 valid measurements per band, resulting in 41,913 alerts classified as microlensing candidates by LIA in both g and r filter bands (candidate rate around 0.4%). The distribution of candidates on the sky is mainly around the galactic plane, where it is most expected due to the higher density of visible objects, as shown in Figure 7. We further select alerts by applying additional selection criteria:

---

**Table 1. Results of the application of our quality cuts (cuts0) and selection cuts (cuts1) on the ZTF public alert stream from November 01, 2019 to June 17, 2020 in order to find credible ZTF optical afterglow candidates associated in space and time with the Fermi-GBM and Swift GRBs. We did not find any credible candidates for Swift during this period after all cuts.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Raw ZTF alerts ($\times 10^6$)</th>
<th>Raw+cuts0 ($\times 10^3$)</th>
<th>Raw+cuts0+cuts1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov 2019</td>
<td>~ 4.4</td>
<td>~ 13.0</td>
<td>335/0 (Fermi/Swift)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 2019</td>
<td>~ 3.3</td>
<td>~ 2.4</td>
<td>23/0 (Fermi/Swift)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 2020</td>
<td>~ 3.4</td>
<td>~ 4.8</td>
<td>270 (Fermi/Swift)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 2020</td>
<td>~ 1.9</td>
<td>~ 3.3</td>
<td>0/0 (Fermi/Swift)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 2020</td>
<td>~ 1.0</td>
<td>~ 1.2</td>
<td>0/0 (Fermi/Swift)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 2020</td>
<td>~ 3.1</td>
<td>~ 3.9</td>
<td>0/0 (Fermi/Swift)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2020</td>
<td>~ 4.0</td>
<td>~ 7.5</td>
<td>7/0 (Fermi/Swift)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 2020</td>
<td>~ 1.7</td>
<td>~ 1.7</td>
<td>1/0 (Fermi/Swift)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bars are estimated by the photometric algorithm only, probably leading to alert data that lead to the first classification as microlensing by where between the two datasets, but DR3 data stops at MJD=58846.2608449, where Fink data take over alone. The two vertical dashed green lines enclose alert data that lead to the first classification as microlensing by Fink. Error bars are estimated by the photometric algorithm only, probably leading to underestimation of errors here and partly explaining the high $\chi^2$ values in Table 2.

![Figure 8. Lightcurve of a microlensing event candidate classified by Fink (ZTF object ID: ZTF18acvqrrf), Blue markers and orange markers indicate the g and r bands, respectively. Large circle markers and small circle markers indicate the Fink and ZTF DR3 data, respectively. There is a small overlap between the two datasets, but DR3 data stops at MJD=58846.2608449, where Fink data take over alone. The two vertical dashed green lines enclose alert data that lead to the first classification as microlensing by Fink. Error bars are estimated by the photometric algorithm only, probably leading to underestimation of errors here and partly explaining the high $\chi^2$ values in Table 2.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>$t_0$ (MJD)</th>
<th>$\tau_e$ (day)</th>
<th>$m_0$</th>
<th>$\chi^2$/dof</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZTF18acvqrrf +DR3</td>
<td>58854.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>14 ± 0</td>
<td>1 ± 4</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58854.8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>23 ± 7</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Fit results for the microlensing event candidate ZTF18acvqrrf discovered by Fink, using pyLIMA (Bachelet et al. 2017) on the simple PSPL model (1-sigma error quoted). The fit combines data for the 2 filter bands g and r. We also perform a fit using the available ZTF DR3 data (second line). In all cases, the constraints are not significant, and we cannot conclude on the microlensing nature of this event.

- the alert must not be classified as SN Ia by Fink,
- the total history of the object must be less than 50 measurements (to select alerts corresponding to recent events only),
- the Star/Galaxy score of closest source from the PanSTARRS-DR1 catalogue must be above 0.7 (star),
- we keep candidates on low Galactic latitudes ($|\beta| < 20$ degrees).

We are left with 6 alerts representing 4 unique objects (timestamp of first classification as microlensing): ZTF18acvqrrf (2020-01-12), ZTF20aaaacan (2020-01-26), ZTF20aauwpzc (2020-05-11), ZTF20aaazdjsr (2020-06-22). Among the 4 objects, ZTF20aaazdjsr appears to be a supernova type Ia not correctly classified by Fink at the moment of the alert, and ZTF20aaaacan does not appear as a microlensing event. We show the light-curve for ZTF18acvqrrf in Figure 8, and the results for a microlensing point-source point-lens rectilinear model fits in Table 2, including or not the data from the recent ZTF DR3 release. Unfortunately the constraints are not significant, given the data collected, and we cannot conclude on the microlensing nature of this event as well as of the other remaining event (ZTF20aauwpzc).

A candidate rate of 0.1% is still too high for LSST (this would correspond to 10,000 candidates per night before selection cuts), and we are working on a better selection of candidates as well as better classification models. In particular, the complete knowledge of the pre-event light-curves will allow to limit the search for microlensing within the sub-sample of stars that have been completely stable since the beginning of the survey, and therefore drastically reduce the false positive rate. The multi-band version of the LIA should also significantly improve the classification quality. We also plan to periodically re-classify objects using aggregated object data over time.

## 4.4 Supernovae

Fink obtains classification scores for potential supernovae at any stage of its evolution using the Deep Learning framework Supernova (Möller & de Boissière 2019) introduced in Section 4.4.1. We train this classifier on simulations from (Muthukrishna et al. 2019) and test it with an independent subset of this simulation. The performance of our classification module is further evaluated using data from the ZTF public stream. For reproducibility, we make available the alerts and code used for results in this section\(^\text{18}\)

We are also currently developing another supernova module that takes advantage of an Active Learning approach for early classification. We introduce this method in Section 4.4.2.

### 4.4.1 Supernova science module

The supernova module uses the classification scores of Supernova (Möller & de Boissière 2019), Supernova is a Deep Learning framework designed to classify light-curves using photometric data only (fluxes and errors in different band-passes) thus does not require feature extraction or pre-processing. This classifier is able to provide classification scores at any light-curve stage, including early SNe.

We train two Supernova models using ZTF-realistic light-curve simulations. The first model, SN1, was trained to disentangle type Ia SNe vs. non-Ia SNe. When evaluated using simulations, SN1 has a classification accuracy of 75.17 for complete light-curves and 58.80 for classification before maximum light of the light-curve. The second model, SN2, classifies a general supernova class (SNe Ia and Core-Collapse) vs. non-SNe events and is able to obtain accuracies up to 87.07 for complete light-curve classification.

We apply these classifiers to 2,417,284 ZTF alerts from November and December 2019 that pass quality cuts. Selection is done filtering on added values from the alerts, supernova classification modules and the cross-matching module.

Performance is evaluated on the ZTF alert stream by computing the reduction of the total alert stream and the number of spectroscopically supernovae selected. We identify spectroscopically classified supernovae by cross-matching the coordinates of reported TNS SNe with the alert stream requiring a match within 1.5 arcseconds. We highlight that spectroscopically classified supernovae are not a complete sample and thus only partially indicative of our performance.

We select our samples by performing the following cuts:

- Deep Learning Real Bogus score $drb > 0.5$.
- Cross-match with SIMBAD: the alert must be associated with a galaxy, a candidate transient or tagged as unknown.
- At least 3 detections in the alert package are required to promote reliable classification scores ($uaderthist$ added value from Fink).

\(^{18}\) Fink annotated alerts and TNS SNe are available at DOI:10.5281 and to reproduce results use this jupyter notebook.
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SNe Ia and SNe in the sample. Those SNe which are not selected obtain a selected sample as shown in Table 3. We are able to reduce a Star/Galaxy score by SExtractor (SN Ia and Core-Collapse) vs. non-SNe events. A Star/Galaxy score by SExtractor on model (SN2, red diamond markers) classifies a general supernova class (SN1, green triangle markers) disentangles type Ia SNe vs. non-Ia SNe, and the second model (SN2, red diamond markers) classifies a general supernova class (SNe Ia and Core-Collapse) vs. non-SNe events. Fink classification using only SN1 probability value above 0.5 would have happened on 2019/11/02 (dotted vertical line, MJD 58789), while using both SN1 and SN2 probability values above 0.5 would lead to a classification on 2019/11/04 (dashed vertical line, MJD 58791). This supernova was classified particularly early by Fink, and more information about the classification delays are shown in Fig 11.

Table 3. The effect of cuts on the ZTF alert stream between November and December 2019. Columns indicate cut type, number of alerts selected, percentage of alerts for reference, number of unique SNe Ia and SNe recovered (from TNS query). First, alerts that satisfy our standard quality cuts (see Section 3.2). Then selection is done by applying SN-filtering specific cuts (selection cuts) defined in Section 4.4.1 combined with a threshold on either the classifier model SN1 or SN2 (e.g. SN1 > 0.5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cut Type</th>
<th># Alerts</th>
<th>% Alerts</th>
<th># Unique SNe Ia</th>
<th># Unique SNe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality cuts</td>
<td>2,417,284</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection cuts</td>
<td>576,190</td>
<td>23.84%</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN1 &gt; 0.5</td>
<td>365,228</td>
<td>15.11%</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN2 &gt; 0.5</td>
<td>208,978</td>
<td>8.65%</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN1 &gt; 0.6</td>
<td>308,822</td>
<td>12.78%</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN2 &gt; 0.6</td>
<td>145,736</td>
<td>6.03%</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Top: Light-curve of a supernova type Ia event classified by Fink (ZTF object ID: ZTF19acmdpyr, IAU Designation: SN 2019ugu). Blue circle markers and orange circle markers indicate the g and r bands, respectively. Error bars come from the photometry. This supernova was first reported in TNS by the broker AMPEL (Nordin et al. 2019) on 2019/11/06 (MJD 58793). Bottom: Evolution of the classification probabilities as a function of time using SuperNNova (Möller & de Boissière 2019): the first model (SN1, green triangle markers) disentangles type Ia SNe vs. non-Ia SNe, and the second model (SN2, red diamond markers) classifies a general supernova class (SNe Ia and Core-Collapse) vs. non-SNe events. Fink classification using only SN1 probability value above 0.5 would have happened on 2019/11/02 (dotted vertical line, MJD 58789), while using both SN1 and SN2 probability values above 0.5 would lead to a classification on 2019/11/04 (dashed vertical line, MJD 58791). This supernova was classified particularly early by Fink, and more information about the classification delays are shown in Fig 11.

Future improvements to this science module include expanding pre-trained models to other SN and transient types, including new core-collapse templates e.g. (Vincenzi et al. 2019), improving the ZTF survey simulation and implementing Bayesian NNs available in SuperNNova to obtain classification scores with meaningful model uncertainties.

4.4.2 Supernova science module with Active Learning

We are currently developing a supernova classification module which uses a Random Forest (RF) classifier (Statistics & Breiman 2001) coupled with an uncertainty sampling active learning strategy to construct an optimised training sample. The module follows the paradigm established by Iwata et al. (2019b), but employs a feature extraction method based on a sigmoid function to module raising light curves (Leoni et al., in prep).

We tested a preliminary implementation on ZTF simulations (Muthukrishna et al. 2019) consisting of 12, 560 objects of which 7, 773 (i.e. ≈ 62% of the total) are SN Ia. The learning loop started from an initial training sample of 10 objects (5 of which were SNe-Ia). After 2000 iterations where batches of 1 object each were added to the training sample per iteration, the classifier achieved an accuracy of 0.761 ± 0.006. This represents an ≈2% increase in comparison to those achieved by employing a randomly selected, balanced, training sample enclosing half of the total data (6280 objects). This indicates that the AL strategy has the potential to achieve comparable results with a third of the required objects for training. Such a feature will be paramount once we transition for a real data scenario with limited spectroscopic follow-up.

The main philosophy behind this module is to fully exploit details in the real data, which can result in good classification with estimate the delay of classification with respect of the observed peak brightness (maximum flux measured by ZTF). We obtain a median delay of 6 days before observed peak brightness for SN1. As shown on Figure 11, SN1 is able to identify SNe Ia well before observed peak for this sample. Such an ability will be particularly relevant for coordinating follow-up efforts in the era of LSST.

Figure 10. Alert cutouts corresponding to the supernova type Ia event shown in Fig 9 at the time of first classification by Fink: the observation (left), the reference image used in the subtraction (middle), and the difference image (right). The bright object on the top-left of the supernova is a foreground star. We use cutouts to visually inspect candidates.

- The alert must obtain a classification score > 0.5 (either from SN1 or SN2).
- To filter long-term variable objects we require less than 400 detections in the ZTF survey (in-depth).
- To filter variable stars not present in our catalogues, we require a Star/Galaxy score by SExtractor > 0.4.

We apply these requirements to the ZTF alerts stream and obtain a selected sample as shown in Table 3. We are able to reduce the alert stream up to 8% while maintaining > 75% of classified SNe Ia and SNe in the sample. Those SNe which are not selected are visually found to have only a handful of photometric epochs or to be at the end of their visible variability (tail of the light-curve). For spectroscopically identified SNe Ia in the alert stream we would only compute a classification score for this sample. Such an ability will be particularly relevant for coordinating follow-up efforts in the era of LSST.

We are currently developing a supernova classification module which uses a Random Forest (RF) classifier (Statistics & Breiman 2001) coupled with an uncertainty sampling active learning strategy to construct an optimised training sample. The module follows the paradigm established by Iwata et al. (2019b), but employs a feature extraction method based on a sigmoid function to module raising light curves (Leoni et al., in prep).

We tested a preliminary implementation on ZTF simulations (Muthukrishna et al. 2019) consisting of 12, 560 objects of which 7, 773 (i.e. ≈ 62% of the total) are SN Ia. The learning loop started from an initial training sample of 10 objects (5 of which were SNe-Ia). After 2000 iterations where batches of 1 object each were added to the training sample per iteration, the classifier achieved an accuracy of 0.761 ± 0.006. This represents an ≈2% increase in comparison to those achieved by employing a randomly selected, balanced, training sample enclosing half of the total data (6280 objects). This indicates that the AL strategy has the potential to achieve comparable results with a third of the required objects for training. Such a feature will be paramount once we transition for a real data scenario with limited spectroscopic follow-up.

The main philosophy behind this module is to fully exploit details in the real data, which can result in good classification with
a minimum training, as such, in order to classify real data it should ideally be allowed to perform queries on the real data. We are currently processing past ZTF alert stream with available labels to simulate the active learning loop (Leoni et al., in prep).

4.5 Ongoing Solar System objects work

ZTF alert packets include some information about the distance and name to the nearest known Solar System object from the Minor Planet Center\textsuperscript{19} (MPC) archive if it exists. We use this information to label alerts as Solar System object candidates. In addition, we define a filter to further identify candidates for Solar System objects that are not in the MPC archive. These candidates are fast-moving objects and should not be detected in the same coordinates after some time. We select alerts that have:

- Total spatially coincident detection number is 1 or 2 (ndet histo).
- If 2 detections, observations must be within 30 min.
- No stellar counterpart from the PanSTARRS-DR1 catalogue, (sgscore $1 < 0.76$ Tachibana & Miller 2018)
- No PanSTARRS-DR1 counterpart within 1.5 arcseconds.

About 10\% of all processed ZTF alerts between November 2019 and June 2020 are labelled as Solar System object candidates, and they are mostly located along the ecliptic plane, as shown in Figure 7.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper we present Fink, an alert broker designed for the LSST alert stream. Our broker is the confluence between time-domain astronomy and big data, required to fully harness the power of LSST.

Our broker’s goal is to enable a wide variety of time-domain science. To enable this, it fulfils traditional broker tasks and goes beyond them by applying state-of-the-art technology and machine learning algorithms.

Fink is based on R&D technology that is both robust and scalable to LSST’s data volumes. We have tested our framework with up to 100,000 incoming alerts per minute which is beyond the expected 20,000 alerts per minutes for LSST. We are capable to process such volumes within minutes and keep an alert database for post-processing. Furthermore, our highly modular design is shown to allow efficient integration of existing and emergent tools as well as traceable evolution of the state of the broker.

The broker is currently deployed on the cloud and is processing the ZTF public live-alert stream. Between November 2019 and June 2020, Fink has received 25 million alerts and processed 8 million alerts from this public stream. All alerts (received and processed) are saved in the Fink database to enable post-processing.

In this work, we have shown that Fink is able to select microlensing, GRB counterparts and supernova candidates with current science modules using the ZTF public alert stream. These initial science cases showcase the performance of our cross-matching (catalogues and multi-wavelength surveys) and classification modules together with customisable filtering.

We are currently working on developing more science modules and improving our current ones. We invite the community for new contributions on new and existing science cases. Importantly, we are constructing web-interfaces and API services to enable a seamless user experience and enable automatising follow-up coordination with observational facilities and teams.

Fink is an evolving framework and this work reflects its status as of August 2020. As it is open sourced, its updated status can be found in our GitHub repository\textsuperscript{20}. All parts include comprehensive test suites and a general documentation with installation instructions (locally and in the cloud) and tutorials are available from the project website\textsuperscript{21}. Contributions and bug reports are encouraged.

SOFTWARE PACKAGES USED

Fink makes extensive use of several libraries and frameworks among which projects from the Apache Software Foundation\textsuperscript{22} (Apache Hadoop, Apache HBase, Apache Kafka, Apache Spark), astropy, numpy, matplotlib, pandas, pytorch, scikit-learn (McKinney 2010; Van Der Walt et al. 2011; The Astropy Collaboration et al. 2018; Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013; Hunter 2007; Paszke et al. 2019; Pedregosa et al. 2011).

DATA AVAILABILITY

The data underlying this article was accessed from the ZTF public alert stream. Annotated alerts by Fink will be shared on request to the corresponding author due to its large volume. The framework used to process this data is open sourced: main architecture and science modules. To reproduce supernova science verification results (Section 4.4.1), we have released the subset of Fink annotated data available in Zenodo DOI:10.5281, and its corresponding jupyter notebook.

\textsuperscript{19} https://minorplanetcenter.net/

\textsuperscript{20} https://github.com/astrolabsoftware

\textsuperscript{21} https://fink-broker.org/

\textsuperscript{22} https://apache.org/
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